
SNOUT DEHAIRING MACHINES
TYPE : 560EM – 750EM

CHARACTERISTICS
•All 18/10 stainless steel machines, frame and outside
lagging.
•Engine power depending on the model (see panel).
•Hot and cold water flow rate (see panel).
•The active part of the inside of the machine is the plate
with the knives that you can dismantled to sharpen them.
•Machines extremely robust and maintenance on them is
easy: no lubrication required.

PURPOSE
Snout dehairing machines are intended for washing,
scalding and dehairing of beef snouts and head skins,
and pork snouts.

PERFORMANCE
•Machines type 560EM and 750EM enable you to carry-
out the scalding and dehairing of snouts and skin heads,
but a finishing work is most of the time necessary to
obtain a perfect product.
There is two methods:
1st method (recommended): around 10 minutes for a
complete work.

a. Scalding-dehairing: 6 minutes.
b. Singing with a torch blow-pipe on a tubular

table: 2 minutes.
c. Rinsing with cold water: 2 minutes

An average of 5 operations per hour with one person.

2nd method (without burning): around 17 minutes for a
complete work.

a. Scalding-dehairing: 15 minutes.
b. Finishing with a knife: 2 minutes.
c. An average of 3 operations per hour with two

persons (one at half time).

•Optimum hourly yield (see table).
•Economy in staff.
•Excellent quality of work due to the auto-
sharpened blades which permits a perfect
dehairing

TYPE
HOURLY YIELD (in terms of number treated) HOURLY YIELD (IN KG)

BEEF SNOUTS
WITHOUT BONES

BEEF SNOUTS WITH
BONES

BEEF HEAD SKINS PORK SNOUTS

560EM
750EM

90/150
180/300

60/100
120/200

100/175
200/350

350
700

•Trap doors make it easy to gain access to clean the
inside, thus providing maximum hygiene.
•Waste water run-off positioned on the machines in
keeping with the individual installation (on special
request).
The machines are given a 3-year guarantee, except
for the oversize electric engine, which must be
protected by a separate contact-break switch, and the
knives.
•Load per operation (see table).



TYPE

LOADS PER OPERATION

NUMBERS OF PIECES WEIGHT (Kgs)

BEEF SNOUTS
(Without bones)

BEEF SNOUTS
(With snouts)

BEEF HEAD SKINS PIG SNOUTS

560EM 30 20 35 35

750EM 60 40 70 70

IMPORTANT
To obtain optimum use from the machine, we recommend
you provide a thermostatic mixer upstream with a
temperature control thermometer. This equipment is
supplied on request by LA PARMENTIERE.

TYPE POWER
FLOW RATE IN L/H

HOT at 62°C COLD

560EM 7 Kw 1 200 1 500

750EM 11 Kw 2 000 1 500

TYPE øA B C øD H K øF P

560EM 880 1640 1050 330 1200 720 130 650

750EM 1055 1800 1280 350 1250 720 130 650


